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On the occasion of the 130th birth anniversary of Dr Bhimrao Ramji Ambedkar, DME
Media School invited its students to write articles and create posters in his
remembrance. Students were required to showcase their understanding of
Ambedkar's thoughts about the Indian society or his contributions to the
Constitution of India. All the winners will receive the book - Ambedkar's India by Dr
BR Ambedkar.
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Ambedkar's Ideology:
Redefining Caste-Based Perception
Dr. B.R. Ambedkar, Father of the Indian
Constitution, played a momentous role in the social
reformation of the country. He is considered a
pioneer who initiated the liberation movement for
millions of untouchables in India. Hailing from a
Dalit family, his ideas of the ideal society were
deeply influenced by various personal experiences
with the brutal system of casteism.
Ambedkar referred to the caste system as means of
Yashika Aggarwal
artificially chopping off the population into
separated fixed units and preventing each unit from
mixing with the other by practicing strict endogamy.He considered the issue of caste
to be equivalent to an enclosed box; a person was not allowed to shift into another
box but may be able to move along the ladder in the same one. However, in
retrospect, this may not hold true.
In several of his speeches, Ambedkar emphasized that the caste system causes an
anti-social spirit, wherein each caste wishes to live for their own interests;thus,
thwarting the idea of selflessness. Instead, the upper-castes seem to have
prospered at the expense of the lower castes; leading to the massive exclusion of a
large section of the society. The idea ofan institutional conspiracywherein the upper
caste Hindus maintain the structural discrimination of the lower castes and hence,
consolidate their own position in the social dynamics has been substantiated by the
very circumstances we live in.
Ambedkar held fast that the emancipation of Dalits was possible through the
“three-pronged approach of education, agitation, and organization”. The
subsequent introduction of reservations in education by means of constitutional
safeguards helped improve the issue of accessibility to a fair extent in the future.
Over the decades, several improvements have been observed in the matter of
upliftment of all social classes but the dream of complete annihilation of the caste
system seems like a utopian vision.
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Dr B.R. Ambedkar:
Messiah of the Silenced
who were the victims of discrimination. He strongly
Amongst the flagbearers against casteism in India, the
believed that the Indian society would remain stagnant
name of Dr Bhimrao Ambedkar stands tall. Born on April
in its growth if it did not do away with casteism in
14,1891, he was the fourteenth and last child of a
totality.
Mahar (Dalit) family, considered untouchables under
the prevailing social system.
During several of his public speeches, he also laid special
Unlike most other children of his caste, Dr Ambedkar,
emphasis on women empowerment, for he considered
also known as Babasaheb, had the opportunity to study
them an asset to the society. He believed that for the
at the army school in their cantonment. His experiences
holistic growth of a nation, it is important for the women
of segregations at school, however, were bitter and had
of
the country to grow alongside its men. “I measure the
Drishya Madhur
a profound effect on his life. He managed to enrol in the
progress of a community by the degree of progress which
best of schools and universities around the world and
women have achieved,” he once said.
yet, in India, he faced extreme forms of discrimination and Babasaheb dreamt of a better society where everyone was valued and
untouchability everywhere he went.
respected. His work as the chairman of the Drafting Committee of the
Such experiences shaped his thoughts about the Indian society. The Constituent Assembly was a reflection of such thoughts and experiences.
canvas of his life was completely painted with the goal of bringing the A champion for the cause of equality, he was a ray of hope in the
exploited sections of the society to the mainstream of the nation. He darkness for many. Throughout his lifetime, Babasaheb played several
wanted to establish an egalitarian society in the country, particularly by roles - a lawyer, politician, jurist, an economist - but most importantly,
means of introducing reservations in the electoral system. Not just for he was a messiah for the 'silenced.'
Dalits, he sought reservations for other minority communities as well,

Dr B. R. Ambedkar:
Architect of the Indian Constitution
August 29, 1947 – this date that seemingly has no
significance in our lives is actually one that shapes its
course to this day. It was the day when Dr B. R.
Ambedkar was appointed Chairman of the Constitution
Drafting Committee. The sacred laws that we abide by
today stemmed from this man's dedication to see the
rise of a new social system in India. Today, he is known
as the Architect of Indian Constitution.
The most important contribution of Dr Ambedkar is that
he created a liberal and people-oriented Constitution. In
Radhika Arora
the words of noted historian Granville Austin, “The
majority of India's constitutional provisions are either directly arrived at
furthering the aim of social revolution or attempt to foster this revolution
by establishing conditions necessary for its achievement”.

Constitution of India prescribes for fundamental rights to
make each and every citizen equal on the basis of caste,
sex, colour, religion etc. And it was Dr Ambedkar who
championed the cause of such equality. In a country like
India where the population is diverse like no other, it
was he who ensured that our laws rose above those
differences and made it practically implementable.
In my opinion, the citizens today should enjoy the rights
our Constitution has granted them but I also believe in
caution. Let us exercise these rights with restrain and
with responsibility.
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Poster-Making

WINNER

FIRST RUNNER UP

SECOND RUNNER UP

PALLAVI BHATIA

SUNESH BISHT

RUDRANSH
BHATNAGAR

मु ा सैफ

जात-पात का भेद िमटाया,
दिलतो ं को स ान िदलाया
िजसके सर पर रहा हमेशा दु :ख का
साया
पर ान को उसने अपना हिथयार
बनाया।
संिवधान का जो िनमाता है ,
वो डॉ भीमराव अंबेडकर महान ाता है
उनके संिवधान की नीवं को हम कमजोर
न होने दगे,
अपने संवैधािनक कत ो ं का पालन
करगे।
सच के साथ थे। सच के साथ ह।
और सच के साथ रहगे।

Pallavi Bhatia

-मु ा सैफी

Sunesh Bisht

"Students of
DME Media
School
remember Dr BR
Ambedkar"

Rudransh Bhatnagar
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A little girl and her
beautiful umbrella
Khushi Nagpal

“A beautiful tale of affection where ordinary
characters become heroic and others find
opportunities to redeem themselves.”
The Blue Umbrella, weaved in Ruskin Bond's
signature style, is a book that captures the simplicity
of hill folk. The protagonist is a little girl named
Binya, who is cheerful and loves to play with
animals. The story revolves around a lovely blue silk
umbrella which Binya comes to possess and her
affection for it.
She carries the umbrella everywhere, making it the
talk of the town. Fascinated and jealous, every
villager wants to own it. But the one person most
envious and desirous is Ram Bharosa, a shopkeeper

FILM
Series
&
WEB Review

The Book- The Blue Umbrella
Language- English
Author- Ruskin Bond
Price- Rs. 110/-

who has become obsessed over the prized possession
and must have it at any cost. And here begins the
adventure that takes these characters towards
lessons in kindness and sacrifice.
The simplicity of this story is reflected through the
simplicity in writing. It is a short read but the impact
on the reader is long-lasting. A myriad of human
emotions, intertwined with light humour make this
book a refreshing break from the materialistic world
we live in.
Ratings:
Good reads: 4.3/5
Flipkart: 4.5/5

Pagglait:
A woman's journey to wisdom

Nikita Taneja

Becoming a widow is perceivably amongst the
worst things that can happen to a woman in the
Indian society. Pagglait, however, takes this
narrative and turns it into a story of
emancipation.
The film revolves around Sandhya (Sanya
Malhotra), a well-educated yet stay-at-home
wife with an unadventurous existence. She is
widowed barely five months into her marriage to
Astik Giri who was the financial backbone of their
family. While his parents and relatives are deep
in mourning, Sandhya grapples with her inability
to grieve in the prescribed manner or any manner
at all. Hers was a loveless marriage and she soon
discovers why.
Set in the thirteen days between Astik's funeral
and his tervi, Pagglait showcases the complex
nature of grief and its various manifestations. It
also highlights the subtle hypocrisies and
stereotypes that are very much alive in our
society. But most importantly, the film is a

Directors: Umesh Bisht
Cast:
Sanya Malhotra, Sayani Gupta,
Ashutosh Rana, Sheeba Chaddha,
Raghubir Yadav, Rajesh Tailang

Ratings:
7.2/10 - IMBD
3/5 - Deccan Chronicle

testament to the lack of authority women are
given over their own decisions while others
pretend to act in their best interest. Petty politics
by family and relatives in trying to determine the
course of Sandhya's life lead her to unleash the
'crazy' within.
Writers have done a brilliant job sketching the
characters and their dialogues. Astik's parents, his
grandmother with Alzheimer's, the quirky, selfserving uncles and aunties and bored young
children – all of them add layers of realism to the
story. Their ability to find humour and
opportunities in the most morbid situations is
well-crafted. The film has a few minor flaws that
are easily overshadowed by brilliant performances
from a seasoned cast. Pagglait is a simple, wellintended film worth one watch.
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Know Your Seniors
Manvi Srivastava: Born to Dance
Shreya Jha
It was a valuable experience for me. Even though
Manvi Srivasatava, third year student of DME
it was a bit tough but it was really
Media School, is an integral part of events that take
interesting. I explored and learned many things
place in DME. She is not only the student convener of
during this pandemic, specifically, I started
the Dance Society (Fitoor) and Fashion Society
editing videos on Premiere Pro and I realised that
(STYLEit) but also the student head of cultural events.
I can do a lot in it because it is super
She has performed in all big events like ICAN and
interesting.... it requires creativity and I do feel I
Anugoonj.
am creative. I decided to make a dance video
Have a look at the excerpts of her interview.
with FITOORIANS, divided the whole concept
1) You've been an integral part of the
into parts and the final outcome was really worth
dance society from the beginning of
it. We even collaborated with IPBUZZ for our
your batch, so what is it about dancing
inter college dance competition "BUST A
that you are so inclined towards it?
GROOVE", from uploading online posters to
Google form and providing E- certificates and
Dance has always been my passion and I've been
vouchers
to the winners we successfully
dancing since my childhood. I enjoy it so much and
managed
to
organise our online events during
it makes me really happy. I feel dance and music
Covid-19.
are the only way you can express your emotions.
Manvi Srivastava
4) What role has DME played in your life
2) Would you like to pursue dance or
so
far?
fashion as your career or is it something
else that you aspire to become?
DME has helped me in enhancing my capabilities and overall growth. I
would
like to mention that the faculty in DME Media School is really
Well, I haven't decided yet because I am also running my YouTube channel
amazing
and supportive and I feel that my journey in DME will play an
"POPS & PATAKA" and due to injury in my leg I couldn't do anything, I was
important
role in my life and career.
on complete bed rest, but now I am recovering and currently focusing on my
YouTube channel. Also I am already into modelling and I recently did a 5) What advice would you like to give to your juniors for their
photoshoot in paid collaboration with "UNKAHEE" (a clothing brand) for
future endeavours?
Amazon. And yes I am looking forward to more such collaborations and of
I would just say “carry yourself with confidence” and “give your 100% in
course would continue working on my YouTube channel.
whatever you do else don't do it”. That's what I believe in and I think it's
3) How did you manage to put performances in cultural events
really important to explore different things, so keep on exploring different
during this period of lockdown?
things and innovate.

SAY
SAY IT
IT IN!
IN
Sentence-I would like to ride a horse.

Spanish
Me gustaría montar a caballo

Bengali
-আিম এক ট ঘাড়া চালােত চাই|
Pronunciation

Āmi ēkṭi ghōṛā chālātē chā'i
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Dr Susmita Bala
Academic at Work, Artist at Heart
You have written and presented
many research papers. What inspires
you in the field of research?

IN CONVERSATION
WITH

Dr Susmita Bala
Head, DME Media School

Dr Susmita Bala is Professor and Head,
DME Media School, Delhi Metropolitan
Education. She is an accomplished teacher
and trainer equipped with rich experience
of more than three decades in media
industry and academics. She has visited
Chinese universities as part of Indian
academic delegations. She has also
attended media conference and presented
papers abroad in Australia, United States,
Dubai, Spain and France. Dr Bala has
presented more than 30 papers in
national-international
seminars/conferences. She has 20 books to
her credit as author, co-author, editor, coeditor and chapter writer. For several years,
she has served as a Member of Jury of
Akashvani Awards organised by AIR and a
Nomination Jury Member in the
International Science Film Festival
organised by Vigyan Prasar, Government
of India.

Yes, I have written many papers in
international conferences abroad. I am always
motivated to dig something new, to keep
exploring and enriching myself. Whenever I am
visiting a new country for participating in a
conference, I get an opportunity of meeting
outstanding scholars and researchers from all
parts of the world. And the added advantage is
that I get a first-hand understanding of the
culture, heritage, food and life style of the place
that I am visiting.
You have been associated with radio
broadcasting for long. What has
been your experience of working with
All India Radio (AIR)?
My association with AIR is three decades old. I
have been doing programmes on Varanasi and
Delhi AIR stations since 1980s. I have been a
talker and compere of programmes,
particularly in Children and Women sections.
For many years, I have worked as a jury
member for Akashvani Awards. And I feel
privileged to have gotten such opportunities. It
has been a gratifying experience.
What advice would you give to
students aspiring to work in the field
of radio production?
Radio is the best medium if we compare it with
any other medium. It is very intimate and a
direct connection with the audience is
established. My piece of advice to young radio
enthusiasts would be to listen to radio as much
as possible. Develop an affinity with the
medium. Then, polish your presentation skills,
pronunciation and articulation. And most
importantly, do it with your heart.
DME Media School has been very
active during the pandemic, using
online platforms to conduct events
and assist in learning. Do you feel
online education will be integral part
of learning at DME in future?
Yes, we were very active in the online mode

right from March 2020. We conducted classes
and tutorials online, provided study material both
textual and video online, organized orientation
programmes, freshers and farewell parties. We
even conducted big events like international
conference ICAN-3 as the world's first 10-day
digital live conference. We organized 7-day
international film festival CIFFI second edition in
the hybrid mode.
But online mode has its demerits as well. We
have to have a blended approach. I personally
feel that education cannot be imparted in the
absence of human touch. Our classrooms and
corridors have beenempty for more than a year.
This makes me sad. I am missing my students. If
situation permits, I would prefer having at least
practical and production work in physical mode
and the theory classes in online mode.
Being the head of DME Media School,
what are your expectations from the
students and the faculty?
My expectations from the students and my
colleagues are limited but focused. I attach
utmost importance to 3 things – positivity in
approach, professionalism in work and output
driven performance.
Apart from being an academician, you
are also an artist. Please share your
inspiration and experiences.
Temperamentally, I am an artist. I love nature,
plants, flowers, birds, mountains, rivers. In the
morning, I love watching green trees and feel the
breeze from my balcony. I get up early morning to
listen to birds chirping. I enjoy listening to music
all the time, be it classical, semi- classical, folk,
devotional, or Bollywood.
I am an emotional person and I express myself in
different ways. I draw paintings, sing sometimes,
read novels and short stories, write literary pieces.
I am a qualified and trained painter and singer.
My favourite leisure activity is oil painting. And I
love exploring and innovating recipes.

- Interview by: Kausik Das
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Our Star Performers from the Final Year
PALAK
JAISWAL
Interested in:
Advertising and Digital
Media Marketing
Extra-Curricular Achievements:
Won Inter-School Debate Competitions
Won city-level Best Swimmer Award 5 times.
Academic Achievements:
Class topper for 3 semesters
Won awards in English Language Olympiad
Projects:
Internship at Hindustan (Print Journalism)

SAKSHAM
BAKSHI
Interested in:
Automobile Journalism and
Event Management
Achievements:
Published four articles in The Hindu.
Anchor for all major events at DME Media School
Promotorat Auto Expo 2020 with Skoda

PR intern for ABLE Charities (NGO)
Content Writer at The National Opinion
Content Editor in the productions of Parindey web series.
Social Media Intern at Show down Art
Expertise:
Content Writing
Social Media Marketing
Content Optimisation
Script-Writing
Future Goals:
Wishes to further hone her skills in digital media marketingand learn
graphic designing. Thereafter, pursuehigher studies before starting off a fulltime career.

Model for Kia Motors at Kia Carnival activation
Promotor for Rajnigandha India Fashion Awards
Part of Nissan MagniteCar launch
Projects:
One-month internship at The Hindu
Organized a quiz competition in the college
Future Goals:
Wishes to pursue higher education in the field of mass communication and
become a niche automobile journalist.

DME student Rimjhim Dubey honoured at
Powerful Women Awards 2021
In a proud moment for DME Media School, final year student Rimjhim Dubey was awarded as
the 'Best Anchor' for her various anchoring stints at the third edition of Powerful Women
Awards 2021 organised by content media company The Crazy Tales on April 7. This award
is held every year to bring together inspiring people from all walks of life like entrepreneurs
and business women in India, seeking to help create new opportunities for the society, build
new partnerships and collaboration, and highlight social issues.
Ms Dubey, who has hosted various events for organisations like TATA Housing, DFM Foods,
Zydus Wellness, MI, ATS, HomeKraft, Spectrum and has also been a news anchor at
Jharkhand Khabri, was nominated amongst five other anchors for the award. She was
presented the award by special guest of honour - Mr Saurabh Bharadwaj, MLA, Aam Aadmi
Party, Mr Amanpreet Bindra, Joint Commissioner of Income tax and Mr Jitender Mani, DCP,
Metro Unit. She also hosted the award show and participated in a panel discussion on
'Women Safety'.
The show was attended by over 250 participants including key entrepreneurs,
businesswomen, social activist awardees from different fields and CEO of leading
organisations.
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Gearing up for Goodbyes

Goodbye DME. This small phrase wields a lot of power to
awaken my sentimental side.
WhenI think of leaving the college, thousands of memories
come back in force. Be it academic or non-academic, every part
of my life at DME has been a learning experience. While I am
eager to begin a new chapter of my life, the kind of support and
mentoring I received in this institute will be missed. Here,we all
work in a very friendly environment in our comfort zone under
the able guidance of ourfaculty members.
The management of DME is always ready to provide
opportunities for the students by organising the wonderful
events like ICAN and CIFFI where we can participate and also
manage the events and gets new experiences.At last, I just want
to say to my teachers that you will easily find a new set of cool
and naughty students like us but we might never find other
guardianslike you.

When I look back at my three years at DME, I marvel at the
changes it has brought in me. I can differentiate the first
semester from the last, not by the curriculum, but by the way I
approached them.
My time here has given me a lot. I have found friends who are
inspiring, supportive, and make everything more meaningful
and fun. I am lucky to have had teachers who understand me
and have helped me grow and improve, not only as a student,
but also as a person.
I have gained knowledge and developed important skills. I have
created memories that will always stay with me. These three
years at DME are a big part of who I am today, and I will cherish
the time that I spent here.

Kausik Das

Devesh Gupta

Time flies but memories last forever!
Starting with the new phase of college life, I had numerous
expectations of how my next three years would go and today, I can
proudly say that all my expectations turned into realities. For this,
I would like to thank DME.
I had a rich experience of doing academic assignment & projects. I
also had a great time with the events and fests organised by the
media school. To top it all, getting photos clicked in front the
famous red wall was the highlight of every special occasion.
DME brought me some really amazing people who are now like
family. That includes not just friends but also the extremely
supportive and experienced faculty members with whom I can
share almost anything and everything.
I wish I could have spent more time in the college, making more
such memories but due to this pandemic, half of my college life
went by sitting at home.

As I write this note about my college experience, memories from
this journey flash in my mind. In this wonderful journey, my
experience has been amazing and I've made some memories
that I would cherish for a lifetime.
While being a part of the organizing teams in events such as
CIFFI and Hindi Diwas, I never realized how much I grew but as I
look back today, I have a smile and gratitude towards the
faculty who have had my back and have taught me so much.
It's difficult to express the emotion of departure, saying
goodbye with mixed emotions, the happiness brought upon by
the suitcase of memories, sorrow that these beautiful moments
have passed. This has been one hell of a journey and I'll forever
be grateful to DME!

Yukta Prakash

Gauri Chhabra
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